
 

 
 

Detailed Explanation of the 

Rewards Plan 
 

No compensation is based on the act of head hunting or recruiting. Nu Xtrax is not an internal 

consumption company. Nu Xtrax is a product driven company that uses a direct and dual team 

compensation plan to pay its Affiliates. All commissions are based on the sale of product to the 

end consumer. Nu Xtrax thrives on customer acquisition of true end consumers; these are 

required and are called Participants. 

 

Step 1: Enroll as a Transformation Affiliate 

Step 2: Get active with 20 BV 

Step 3: Get qualified by Enrolling 2 Transformation Affiliates 

 

Transformation Affiliate: an independent representative who buys a 1x or 2x Product Package or 

acquires 6 Participants (customers) and is actively involved in our mission of transforming lives. 

 

Participant: is a customer. They are not in the dual team tree. They are connected to their sponsor 

by ID numbers for the sake of commissions, active and qualification requirements. They can 

upgrade to an Affiliate at any time by clicking onto the Affiliate Upgrade link in their back 

office. The sponsor can view their customers in their back office under the My Team section in 

the left column and then click My Participants. 

 



Upline: Is the person who enrolled you into Nu Xtrax along with the people in the same line in 

the levels above you. The upline is the person who brought you into the business and his/her 

upline is also part of yours. 

 

Downline: It refers to the network of members that the Affiliate or Participant has enrolled or 

that have joined the organization after his/her enrollment. The downline represents income for 

the Affiliate, as they receive a percentage of their sales. 

 

BV: Business Volume derived from the sale of products. 

 

PV: Personal Volume. The current month PV is the BV from your Personal Orders this month 

PLUS the BV from your Personally Sponsored Customers this month. PV is not necessarily 

volume that is in your dual team.  PV is a qualification.  Your personal customers’ BV counts on 

your weak team to calculate for your dual team commission. Your personal BV counts for your 

upline. 

 

Autoship: an automatic monthly recurring wholesale order. It automatically keeps you active and 

insures that you will never lose your position, accumulated business volume and commission 

checks, which cannot be recovered if lost. 

 

Active: the Affiliate is purchasing 20 BV every 30 days (auto ship insures this is achieved). If an 

Affiliate goes 35 days with no 20 BV or does not have 2 personal active Participants, then that 

Affiliate loses their position, all accumulated business volume and commission checks, which 

cannot be recovered if lost. The Participant must do 20 BV per month to remain active. Note: 

Setting up an auto ship order is not required in order to participate. It does though automatically 

keep you active and insures that you will never lose your position, accumulated business volume 

and commission checks, which cannot be recovered if lost. You may change or cancel your auto 

ship at any time without penalty. However, if you do not have 2 paid participants or a personal 

paid order in the previous 30 days you go inactive. 

 

Qualified: the Affiliate is active with a paid personal order in the previous 30 days or chooses to 

have 2 active Participants (customers) and has BV equivalent to the sale of a 1x or 2x product 

package on their left team and on their right team who are each also active. 

 

Dual Team Compensation Plan: A dual team plan is a marketing compensation plan which 

allows Affiliates to have only two front-line Affiliates. If an Affiliate enrolls more than two 

Affiliates, the excess are placed at levels below the sponsoring Affiliate’s front-line. This 

“spillover” is one of the most attractive features to new Affiliates since they need only 

BV equivalent to the sale of a 1x or 2x product package on their right and left teams to 

participate in the compensation plan. The distributors must “balance” their two downline teams 

to receive commissions. Balancing teams typically requires that the number of sales from one 

team constitute no more than a specified percentage of the Affiliate’s total sales. A cycle is 

defined as a total of accumulated unpaid volume from both teams, where a minimum of 200 

volume comes from one team, and a maximum of 300 volume comes from the other team. 

 

 



 

District Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order in the past 

30 days and acquires 2 personal active Participants (note: after acquiring this rank you are not 

required to maintain 2 active Participants) and has 1 personal active Transformation Affiliate 

on one team and 1 personal active Transformation Affiliate on your other team. Extra Bonus: In 

addition to the multiple streams of income, a District Transformation Affiliate also receives a 

one-time $125 bonus when the rank of District is achieved and it doubles to $250 if achieved in 

your first 15 days with all 2x packs. 

 

Regional Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order in the past 

30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 2 personal active Transformation 

Affiliates on one team and 3 personal active Transformation Affiliates on your other team. Extra 

Bonus: In addition to the multiple streams of income, a Regional Transformation Affiliate also 

receives a one-time $200 bonus when the rank of Regional is achieved and it doubles to $400 if 

achieved in your first 15 days with all 2x packs. 

 

National Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order in the past 

30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 4 personal active Transformation 

Affiliates on one team and 4 personal active Transformation Affiliates on your other team. Extra 

Bonus: In addition to the multiple streams of income, a National Transformation Affiliate also 

receives a one-time $300 bonus when the rank of National is achieved and it doubles to $600 if 

achieved in your first 15 days with all 2x packs. 

 



Silver National Transformation Affiliate- is active with their own order in 

the past 30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 2 new personal active 

Nationals embedded in your National Rank with 1 on one team and 1 on your other team, which 

means these 2 new personal active Nationals must have enrolled after you became National. 

Note: If you were already in the company prior to July 1, 2024, then you must achieve Silver 

with 2 new personal active Nationals who enrolled in your National code from July 1, 2024 

forward. $2,000.00 rank up bonus if achieved in the 30 day period after qualifying as a 

National! 
 

 

Gold National Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order in the 

past 30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 2 personal active Nationals on one 

team and 3 personal active Nationals on your other team. Prestigious Ambassador Elite Status: 

Gold National Ambassador receives a beautiful custom Nu Xtrax Super Bowl Style Award 

RING and $10,000.00 cash bonus when 100,000 BV on weak side is achieved on preselected 

center for 2 consecutive months. Must maintain 100,000 BV on weak side each month on 

preselected center to remain qualified as a Gold National Ambassador. 

 

Platinum National Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order 

in the past 30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 4 personal active Nationals 

on one team and 6 personal active Nationals on your other team. Prestigious Ambassador Elite 

Status: Platinum National Ambassador receives a beautiful ROLEX watch and $20,000.00 

cash bonus when 400,000 BV on weak side is achieved on preselected center for 2 consecutive 

months. Must maintain 400,000 BV on weak side each month on preselected center to remain 

qualified as a Platinum National Ambassador. Note: A qualified Platinum National 

Ambassador has reached retirement status on the preselected center. 

 



Diamond Platinum Transformation Affiliate: is active with their own order 

in the past 30 days or acquires 2 personal active Participants and has 1 personal active Gold on 

one side of your team and 1 personal active Gold on your other side and add 2 new personal 

active Nationals embedded in your Platinum Rank with 1 on one team and 1 on your other team. 

Prestigious Ambassador Elite Status: Diamond Platinum Ambassador receives a beautiful 

one year leased BENTLEY and $50,000.00 cash bonus when 1,000,000 BV on weak side is 

achieved on preselected center for 2 consecutive months and ongoing for 12 total consecutive 

months. Must maintain 1,000,000 BV on weak side each month on preselected center to remain 

qualified as a Diamond Platinum Ambassador. Note: A qualified Diamond Platinum 

Ambassador has reached retirement status on the preselected center.  

 

Rank ID Embedding: You will want to achieve ranks as quickly as possible. As soon as you 

achieve your rank the rank bonus pay becomes ID embedded to you on any new lineages of 

Affiliates (representatives) who join on a date after you acquire your rank. This ID embedded 

rewards program enhances leadership support due to the fact that those ranking up in our 

program have an incentive to support Affiliate ID embedded to them. For this reason leadership 

reaching National ranking has a more stable rewards payout with fewer fluctuations in their 

rewards, and they can focus on building depth in their team with the Affiliate ID embedded to 

them.  

 

Remember… having your two Participants (customers) is essential to meeting your qualifier to 

become District rank and thereafter is not required. Also, you must meet the same qualifiers for 

each center you have.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



Activating and Qualifying Centers 2 and 3 

 
If you purchased a 2x Product Package for $598 with 220 BV, then you have 3 dual team 

centers that leverage you to triple your income potential on the same business volume. You can 

ACTIVATE Centers 2 and 3 anytime you want and your separate VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS 

countdown clocks begin, so you can earn VIP BONUSES on each of them!  You can also 

QUALIFY Centers 2 and 3 just like you do Center 1! 

 

Here are the details on how to ACTIVATE and QUALIFY Centers 2 and 3: 

 

To ACTIVATE Center 2 and Center 3, so they can start accumulating BV (Business Volume), 

click onto the… SELECT BUSINESS CENTER 1  2  3 that is located on your Dashboard page 

in your back office. Example: if you want to activate Center 2, then click onto “2” and then click 

onto Order Information in the left column and then click onto Manage Auto-Order to set up an 

autoship for that center, which will process in 30 days. (Click onto Center “3” to do the same 

thing when you are ready to activate it.) 

 

You have the option to set up a separate 20 BV auto ship order in each center to be active for 

commissions in each center.  Note: If you have more than one center, then you can access the 

back office of your 2
nd

 center by putting -2 at the end of your URL. Example: 

www.NuXtrax.com/test-2. When you login, then it takes you to the back office of your Center 2, 

and you do the same for each center you have: -3, -4, -5, etc… 

 

To QUALIFY Center 2 and Center 3, so they can start earning commissions, click onto the… 

SELECT BUSINESS CENTER 1  2  3 and begin personally enrolling people from that particular 

center by using the Enroll Affiliate links or use your Binary Tree under My Team in the left 

column or Enroll Participants (customers with product purchases) (Customers) link in your 

BACK OFFICE. Now… If you want people to enroll themselves from the front of your 

replicated Nu Xtrax web site by clicking onto the Affiliate or Customer links in the top right 

corner, then you must put a -2 or -3 at the end of your web site name when you give them your 

web site. Example: If I want to enroll an Affiliate from my Center 2 and my web site name is 

JamesBond, then I will give that person this web site: www.NuXtrax.com/JamesBond-2. Also, If 

I want to enroll an Affiliate from my Center 3 and my web site name is JamesBond, then I will 

give that person this web site: www.NuXtrax.com/JamesBond-3. 

 

You can GO VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS, and then… GO DISTRICT… GO 

REGIONAL… GO NATIONAL… GO SILVER… GO GOLD… GO PLATINUM… and 

then GO DIAMOND PLATINUM on EACH center!! Note: Read exciting details below on 

how to GO VIP Your First 15 Days. 
 

Products in the store, with BV and Fast Start Bonuses: 

 

 

 1x Product Package (1x pack of choice and a fully functional back office) is $299.00 + 

$16 S&H = $315 + 100 BV and gives you one position in the tree. Retail Product Value 

http://www.nuxtrax.com/test-2
http://www.nuxtrax.com/JamesBond-2
http://www.nuxtrax.com/JamesBond-3


of 4 bottles = $340, so you receive a savings of $41. Affiliate autoship order is $79 + $11 

S&H = $90 = 20 BV. 

 

 
 

 

Fast Start Bonuses paid in line of enrollment from purchases of 1x product packages for 

$299 (100 BV): 

$50 paid to sponsor 

$20 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 

$10 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$20 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 

 



Example: If you are a qualified Platinum National Affiliate (and you also achieved Silver 

National Affiliate) and you acquire an Affiliate who purchases the $299 package, then 

you earn the $50 + $10 + $20 + 2 + 2 + 1 = $85.  

 

 2X Product Package (2x pack of choice and a fully functional back office) is $598.00 + 

$22 S&H = $620 = 220 BV and gives you 3 positions together at the top of your tree and 

you must qualify the 2 added positions in the future to create dual team compensation. 

BV will not hold for those 2 added positions until active. Retail Product Value of 9 

bottles = $765, so you receive a savings of $167. Affiliate autoship order is $79 + $11 

S&H = $90 = 20 BV. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fast Start Bonuses paid in line of enrollment from purchases of 2x product packages for 

$598 (220 BV): 

$100 paid to sponsor 

$50 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 



$20 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$30 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$5 paid to the first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$5 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$3 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 

 

Example: If you are a qualified Platinum National Affiliate (and you also achieved Silver 

National Affiliate) and you acquire an Affiliate who purchases the 2X product package, 

then you earn the $100 + $20 + $30 + 5 + 5 + 3 = $163.  

 

 Upgrade from 1x to 2x Product Package is $399.00 + $16 S&H = $415 = 120 BV and 

gives you 2 positions inserted at the top of your tree directly under your first position and 

you must qualify the 2 added positions in the future to create dual team compensation. 

BV will not hold for those 2 added positions until active. Retail Product Value of 5 

bottles = $495, so you receive a savings of $80. Affiliate auto ship order is $79 + $11 

S&H = $90 = 20 BV. 

 

Fast Start Bonuses paid in line of enrollment from purchases of Upgrade from 1x to 2x 

product packages for $399 (120 BV):  

$50 paid to sponsor 

$20 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 

$10 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$20 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 

 

Example: If you are a qualified Platinum National Affiliate and you acquire an Affiliate 

who purchases the Upgrade from 1x to 2x package, then you earn the $50 + $10 + $20 + 

2 + 2 + 1 = $85.  

 

 Family Product Package- for $299 + S&H = 100 BV.  

 

Fast Start Bonuses paid in line of enrollment from purchases of the Family Product 

Packages for $299 (100 BV): 

$50 paid to sponsor 

$20 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 

$10 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$20 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate*  

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 

 



Example: If you are a qualified Platinum National Affiliate and a Family Product 

Package is purchased by a personal Affiliate or Participant ID embedded to you, then you 

earn the $50 + $10 + $20 + 2 + 2 + 1 = $85 

 

 

  Autoship payout with both Affiliate and Participant now being paid out in fast start 

to the different ranks. 

 

Payout per product where wholesale is $89 or higher, order or auto ship (BV 20): 

$10 paid to sponsor 

$5 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 

$2 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$2 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$2 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate*  

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 



 

 
 

Payout per product where wholesale is $88 or lower, order or auto ship (BV 20): 

$5 paid to sponsor 



$2 paid to sponsor’s sponsor 

$1 paid to first upline qualified Regional Affiliate* 

$1 paid to first upline qualified National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to first upline qualified Silver National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Gold National Affiliate* 

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Platinum National Affiliate*  

$1 paid to the first upline qualified Diamond Platinum Affiliate* 

 

*Rank ID Embedding: You will want to achieve ranks as quickly as possible. As soon as 

you achieve your rank the rank bonus pay becomes ID embedded to you on any new 

lineages of Affiliates (representatives) who make a product purchase as an Affiliate on a 

date after you acquire your rank. This ID embedded rewards program enhances 

leadership support due to the fact that those ranking up in our program have an incentive 

to support Affiliate ID embedded to them. For this reason leadership reaching National 

ranking has a more stable rewards payout with less fluctuation in their rewards, and they 

can focus on building depth in their team with the Affiliate ID embedded to them.   

 

Shipping and handling prices for additional bottles: 

  

Singles $11, on 4 or 5 packs $16, on 9 packs $22. This includes both the shipping cost 

and the handling cost of the professional shipping facility. 

 

On multiple item orders: 

2 or 3 items it will be the Greatest S&H on the single item S&H on the order multiplied 

by 1.25. So $11 items will be times 1.25 = $13.75, $16 items $20, $22 items $27.50 

 

4 or 5 items it will be the Greatest S&H on the single item S&H on the order multiplied 

by 1.5. So $11 items will be times 1.5 = $16.50, $16 items $24, $22 items $33 

 

6 or 7 items it will be the Greatest S&H on the single item S&H on the order multiplied 

by 1.75. So $11 items will be times 1.75 = $19.25, $16 items $28, $22 items $38.50 

 

8 or more items it will be the Greatest S&H on the single item S&H on the order 

multiplied by 2. So $11 items will be times 2 = $22.00, $16 items $32, $22 items $44 

 

 

Dual Team Cycle Compensation: 

 

In the dual tree the placement feature will allow you to automatically designate which team 

(LEFT or RIGHT) of your binary organization to place all of your personal 

enrollments. By default (ALTERNATING option), placement of personal enrollments 

always goes to the outer team of your organization ALTERNATING from left to right 

(back and forth) with the FIRST placement being placed on your WEAK TEAM and then 

it alternates back and forth.   In addition, you may elect to place all of your personal 

enrollments underneath a specific person in your organization while still remaining the 



sponsor. (Please go to the My Team section in your back office in the left column and click 

onto Update Placement to control these placement features.) 

 

BV= Business Volume 

 $299 1 x Product Package (4 bottles of product) = 100 BV 

 $598 2x Product Package (9 bottles of product)= 220 BV 

 $399 Upgrade from 1x to 2x Product Package (5 bottles of product) = 120 BV 

 $89 and above Affiliate or Customer Auto Ship = 20 BV 

 $88 and under Affiliate or Customer Auto Ship = 20 BV 

 $195 Affiliate 3 Month Auto Ship 3 Bottles (3 months active and save $17 S&H = 

60 BV 
(Affiliate Autoship 3 bottles of iHeRQles product every 3 months. The first order will occur in 30 

days and then every 3 months thereafter. This keeps you qualified and active throughout the period 

of the 3 months.) 

 $195 Participant (Customer) Auto Ship 3 Bottles (3 months active and save $17 

S&H = 60 BV 
(Participant Autoship 3 bottles of iHeRQles product every 3 months. The first order will occur in 

30 days and then every 3 months thereafter. This keeps you qualified and active throughout the 

period of the 3 months.)  

 $85 Participant (Customer) order with no auto ship = 20 BV 

 $299 Family Product Package= 100 BV 

 

Dual Team cycles at 500 BV with 200 BV on one team and 300 BV on yoru other team. It pays 

$20-$30 per cycle for qualified District Affiliates and above with a cap of up to $10,000.00 per 

week, per center. (The 2x product package triples your income potential!) The first and only time 

that a center reaches $2,000 binary commission in one week, a new position is placed down in 

your group in an OPEN position of your choice. Therefore, your dual team cycle compensation 

can be as much as you want it to be from the efforts you put into building your business! Note: 

The free center will appear under the My Team link in your back office in the left column and 

then click Placement Hold. Placement Hold will appear each time you qualify for a free center 

and disappear after you place the center where you want it to go.  
 

 



 

 



❖ District Transformation Affiliate: Earns $20 per cycle with a cap of $500 per 

week, per center. 

❖ Regional Transformation Affiliate: Earns $22 per cycle with a cap of $1,000 

per week, per center. 

❖ National Transformation Affiliate: Earns $30 per cycle with a cap of $3,000 

per week, per center. 

❖ Silver National Transformation Affiliate: Earns $30 per cycle with a cap of 

$3,500 per week, per center. 

❖ Gold National Transformation Affiliate: Earns $30 per cycle with a cap of 

$4,000 per week, per center. 

❖ Platinum National Transformation Affiliate: Earns $30 per cycle with a cap 

of $6,500.00 per week, per center. 

❖ Diamond Platinum Transformation Affiliate: Earns $30 per cycle with a cap 

of $10,000 per week, per center. 

 

 

Matching Bonus Pay: 

 

  

 



 
 

District Transformation Affiliate receives a 10% matching bonus of dual team payouts on their 

personal Affiliates. 

 

Regional Transformation Affiliate receives a 20% matching bonus of dual team payouts on their 

personal Affiliates. 

 

National Transformation Affiliate receives a 30% matching bonus of dual team payouts on their 

personal Affiliates. 

 

Silver National Transformation Affiliate receives a 30% matching bonus of dual team payouts on 

their personal Affiliates. 

 

Gold National Transformation Affiliate receives a 40% matching bonus of dual team payouts on 

their personal Affiliates. 

 

Platinum National Transformation Affiliate receives a 50% matching bonus of dual team payouts 

on their personal Affiliates. 

 

Diamond Platinum Transformation Affiliate receives a 50% matching bonus of dual team 

payouts on their personal Affiliates. 

 

Note: There is no cap on Matching Bonus Pay and this does not count into the monthly Dual 

Team Cycle cap. 

 



 

 
 

ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP Bonus 

Program 
 

and 
 

GO VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAY Bonus 

Program 
 

 

Your rolling ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP 15 Day Countdown Clock is in RED and your VIP 

YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS Countdown Clock is in BLUE, and they are both on your Dashboard 

page in your back office.  

The ANYTIME SIMPLE VIP Clock is in RED and starts on the day you personally enroll a 

1x, 2x, VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant) or FPP (Family Pack Participant) and ends the 

moment you enroll another 1x, 2x, VPPP (Value Pack Plus Participant) or FPP (Family Pack 

Participant) within your first 15 days. The ANYTIME VIP Clock can start and end over and over 

unlimited times during your first 15 days! So… from your very first day, every time you share 2 

$598 or 2 $299 packages or a combination of both with a new Transformation Affiliate and/ or 

Customer within your first 15 days, you can earn up to an additional $150 Anytime Simple VIP 

Bonus over and over unlimited times during your first 15 days!  

 



 
 

 $50 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 2 $299 packages 

 $100 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 1 $299 package and 1 $598 package 

 $150 Anytime Simple VIP Bonus anytime you share 2 $598 packages 

 

Note: Your 2 Transformation Affiliates can be placed anywhere in your organization, and they 

must be on auto ship to count for you for the Anytime Simple VIP Bonus and Customers must be 

on auto ship to count. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Your first immediate goal is to...  

 
GO VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS 

 
The VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS Countdown Clock is in BLUE and starts on the day you 

enroll and ends in 15 days. When your clock shows 1 day left, it means you have until 12:00 

Midnight PST that same day to complete your VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS BONUS 

PROGRAM. 

There are extra lucrative bonuses paid to you in your first 15 days that are not paid any other 

time, so it is in your best interest to take full advantage of them and pull out all the stops and… 

GO VIP YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS! 

 

 



GO VIP IN YOUR FIRST 15 DAYS, SO YOU CAN EARN 

THE DOUBLE RANK UP BONUSES IF ALL PERSONAL 

PACKS ARE 2X:  

 

The one time rank bonuses are DOUBLED in the first 15 days if all personal packs are 

2x, so additional earnings: 

District Transformation Affiliate- $250 can be earned in the first 15 days with $125 after 

15 days. 

Regional Transformation Affiliate- $400 can be earned in the first 15 days with $200 

after 15 days. 

National Transformation Affiliate- $600 can be earned in the first 15 days with $300 after 

15 days 

Note: The one time rank bonuses are DOUBLED in your first 15 days if all personal packs are 

2X. If you do it after your first 15 days with all personal packs being 2X and/ or 1X, then the 

bonuses are exactly half. 



To Rank Up to District Transformation Affiliate: Personally share “2 and 2” (1 

Transformation Affiliate  package on your left side on auto ship, 1 Transformation Affiliate  

package on your right side on auto ship and 2 Customers on auto ship)!  

To Rank Up to Regional Transformation Affiliate: Personally share “5” (3 Transformation 

Affiliate packages on one side on auto ship and 2 Transformation Affiliate packages on your 

other side on auto ship)!  

To Rank Up to National Transformation Affiliate: Personally share “8” (4 Transformation 

Affiliate packages on one side on auto ship and 4 Transformation Affiliate packages on your 

other side on auto ship)! . 

 

Remember, your organization will do what you do, so you will 

want to lead by example by accomplishing the GO VIP Bonus 

Programs and then at the same time encourage and train 

EVERYONE in your entire organization to do the same and… 

your income can grow exponentially! 

 
 

INCOME DISCLAIMER 

 

Nu Xtrax Pay Plan does not in any way guarantee you any income from any examples that may 

be derived from the explanation of the Pay Plan. Nu Xtrax does NOT guarantee any incomes 

whatsoever. The income you can receive from our Pay Plan is strictly according to the time and 

effort you put into building your business. Every person's results can be different earning any 

income from the Pay Plan. We do no income projections or claims, but we can show you the 

math of the opportunity. We however, do not condone or allow income enticements or income 

projections. All compensation is based on the purchase of products by an end consumer 

and/or the actual act of our field representatives gathering end consumers. No compensation is 

based on the act of head hunting or recruiting. Nu Xtrax is not an internal consumption company. 

 

This is not a get rich quick program nor do we believe in overnight success. We believe in hard 

work, integrity and developing your skills if you want to earn more financially. As stipulated by 

law, we cannot and do not make any guarantees about your ability to get results or earn any 

money with our retail referral commissions or our sales team compensation plan. There is no 

average income established at this time.   

 

All income is calculated daily at 12:00 Midnight (PST), 7 days a week. 12:01 AM (PST) starts a 

new business day. A pay period is from 12:01 AM (PST) Monday – 12:00 PM (PST) Sunday. 

Commissions are paid by PayQuicker on the 2
nd

 Friday after a pay period ends. Commissions are 

paid every Friday. Our rewards plan has been designed so perfectly to pay out the maximum 



amount that whenever we achieve a percentage that jeopardizes the solvency of the company for 

a pay period, then the commissions will be adjusted accordingly to keep it within the adequate 

percentage of payout. Business Volume (BV) will be adjusted during weeks where the payout 

percentage exceeds 45%, and for a period of time to bring the percentage to a maximum payout 

of 45%. The exact Date Sent of each pay period is listed on your Dashboard page in your Nu 

Xtrax back office under Commissions and then View Details and also under the Business section 

in the left column and then the Commissions link.  

 

Product Disclaimer 

 

The statements on the www.NuXtrax.com web site or any company approved printed material 

have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Liquid Gold Qx, iRevive, LYN 

iPatches, and iHeRQles products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

 

The products do not do anything. They do not change, alter, modify, enhance or manipulate 

anything. They are focused, uncontaminated food. The body understands it and uses it to make 

better blood production. Liquid Gold Qx name is derived from the golden color and a recipe of 

plant quantum extracts (Qx) that are to be taken daily as an essential. The product contains no 

gold. Improve Your Health Today… Just Spray It Everyday! Live a Healthier, Longer Life!  

 

 

 

Updated on July 8, 2024 

http://www.nuxtrax.com/

